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Abstract

Interpreting other peoples’ actions relies on an understanding of their current mental states (e.g. beliefs, desires and intentions). In this paper, we distinguish between listeners’ ability to infer others’ perspectives and their explicit use of this knowledge to predict subsequent actions. In a visual-world study, two groups of participants (passive observers vs. active participants) watched short videos, depicting transfer events, where one character (‘Jane’) either held a true or false belief about an object’s location. We tracked participants’ eye-movements around the final visual scene, time-locked to related auditory descriptions (e.g. “Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the left.”). Results showed that active participants had already inferred the character’s belief in the 1 second preview period prior to auditory onset, before it was possible to use this information to predict an outcome. Moreover, they used this inference to correctly anticipate reference to the object’s initial location on false belief trials at the earliest possible point (i.e. from “Jane” onwards). In contrast, passive observers only showed evidence of a belief inference from the onset of “Jane”, and did not show reliable use of this inference to predict Jane’s behaviour on false belief trials until much later, when the location (“left/right”) was auditorily available. These results show that active engagement in a task activates earlier inferences about others’ perspectives, and drives immediate use of this information to anticipate others’ actions, compared to passive observers, who are susceptible to influences from egocentric or reality biases. Finally, we review evidence that using other peoples’ perspectives to predict their behaviour is more cognitively effortful than simply using one’s own.
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Introduction

Until relatively recently, most researchers assumed that adults are fully capable ‘mindreaders’, having developed the necessary skills to pass even complex Theory of Mind (ToM) tasks between the ages of 2 and 7 years old (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). However, a growing body of research has emerged over the last couple of decades, demonstrating that ToM continues to develop through adolescence (e.g. Blakemore, 2008; Dumontheil, Küster, Apperly, & Blakemore, 2010), and that even healthy adults can suffer interference when considering other peoples’ perspectives, showing a ‘reality bias’ (Mitchell, Robinson, Isaacs, & Nye, 1996) or ‘curse of knowledge’ (Birch & Bloom, 2007). The ability to see things from someone else’s point of view is commonly referred to as perspective-taking. As such, perspective-taking relies heavily on ToM abilities to understand other peoples’ mental states (which might be different from one’s own), and how this might affect their knowledge, beliefs and actions. Perspective-taking has been examined along two key dimensions: one that assesses the spatial perspective of another person, including how this influences what objects they see; and another that assesses mental perspectives in terms of another person’s beliefs, desires or intentions. Only mental perspectives give rise to the distinctive forms of explanation, prediction and justification of behaviour that have been extensively studied in the literature on “theory of mind” (e.g. Apperly, 2010; Doherty, 2008). The current paper targets mental perspectives, using an eye-tracking false belief study to examine how involvement in a task influences one’s ability to infer others’ beliefs and use this knowledge to predict subsequent behaviour.

Perspective-taking has become increasingly prominent in the context of language, particularly in relation to the timecourse with which people are able to interpret referentially ambiguous expressions (e.g. “the cup” when two cups are visible) based on a speaker’s visual perspective. Initially, this research was conducted using simple command-based tasks, where
participants followed the instructions of a confederate ‘director’ to select (“click on the…”) or move (“Move/pick up the…”) target objects around a visual display. Crucially, to examine the role of perspective in these tasks, the speaker’s knowledge of available objects could be limited by the presence of a physical barrier to the speaker’s (but not the listener’s) view. In this way, participants need to use perspective to infer the speaker’s knowledge, and predict reference to the mutually visible object. Much of this early research reported a delay in selecting the perspective-appropriate object when the speaker and listener held conflicting knowledge about the available objects, as well as overt errors of selecting a perspective-inappropriate referent (e.g. Barr & Keysar, 2002; Epley, Morewedge & Keysar, 2004; Keysar, & Barr, 2005; Keysar, Barr, Balin, & Brauner, 2000; Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003). Keysar and colleagues interpret this delay as an initial bias to relate information to one’s own egocentric perspective, suggesting that successful perspective use is cognitively challenging and operates only as a secondary and controlled correction mechanism.

In contrast, an earlier effect of perspective has been found in similar reference assignment tasks when linguistic markers, such as colour (e.g. red), (in)definite expressions (e.g. the/one of the), or scalar adjectives (e.g. big/small) were available to narrow down the relevant contrast set (e.g. Chambers et al., 2002; Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell, 2003; Heller, Grodner, & Tanenhaus, 2008). Nevertheless, even here some interference from the privileged competitor was evident when looking at eye movement patterns over time, showing that listeners cannot completely ignore their egocentric perspective. Together, this research demonstrates that shared knowledge and perspective can have immediate effects on reference resolution when two equally fitting referents are available and strong constraints are provided in the discourse to narrow down the intended referent (Heller et al., 2008). Importantly, it argues against an automatic egocentric-first bias in interpreting perspective-sensitive language when the appropriate contrasts are available in the reference set.
Indeed, even earlier effects of perspective have been found within rich discourse contexts, where participants are actively engaged in a task with another person/character. For example, Brown-Schmidt, Gunlogson and Tanenhaus (2008) employed a similar reference assignment task to those described above, but here participants communicated with their partner through a question-answer discourse. In this study, conversational context explicitly established what the speaker did and did not know through the use of questions (e.g. “What’s above the cow?”), which facilitated the listener’s use of perspective, and eliminated egocentric biases (see also Brown-Schmidt, 2012). In a very different task, Hanna and Tanenhaus (2004) showed that participants can rapidly use perspective to modify the possible domains of reference when following instructions from a confederate playing the role of a chef (e.g. “could you put the cake mix…”). Here, participants restricted their referential search to objects in their own domain (as opposed to the chef’s domain), only when the chef’s hands were empty. When the chef’s hands were full, participants inferred that instructions could relate to objects in either domain (i.e. theirs or the chef’s), and widened their visual search accordingly. These studies, showing early use of perspective, suggest that interpretation of language is driven by multiple probabilistic constraints, one of which is perspective (Brown-Schmidt & Hanna, 2011). As such, results from these reference assignment tasks demonstrate that the degree to which ToM is spontaneously employed in comprehension depends on the specific contributions of discourse context and knowledge about the speaker’s perspective.

Interestingly, a different timecourse of anticipatory bias has been reported across eye-tracking tasks where the participant is a passive observer to a narrated scenario (i.e. not engaged in an explicit task). Ferguson and colleagues have demonstrated that listeners can rapidly and accurately predict other peoples’ actions based on an explicit description of their (false) beliefs (e.g. “Bill will look for his watch on the table/chair”, Ferguson, Scheepers, &
Sanford, 2010), or conflicting desires (e.g. “John doesn’t want anyone to know that his favourite colour is pink”, Ferguson & Breheny, 2011). However, when a real-life conversational partner’s true/false belief was visually encoded (Ferguson & Breheny, 2012), listeners suffered a delay in successfully anticipating the speaker’s intended referents, despite showing clear and immediate sensitivity to the other person’s differing perspective. That is, participants were sensitive to the fact that the speaker’s knowledge differed from their own, but did not use this perspective to anticipate the appropriate location in this interactive false belief task. Taken together, results from these passive tasks suggest that even without an explicit reason to track another person’s mental state, we may spontaneously update our understanding of events to include inferences about other peoples’ perspectives, but we do not routinely use this knowledge to set up predictions about others’ actions. These contrasting results highlight a limitation in previous work, which has not typically distinguished between processes involved in inferring people’s perspectives and processes involved in using them.

In much previous work it is assumed that participants are already in possession of information about the other person’s mental state during the period of interest. For example, Ferguson and Breheny (2012) assumed that an inference about the speaker’s knowledge had already been made prior to the critical language input during which participants had to use this inference. Similarly, most tasks involving ambiguous reference assignment rely on participants having already computed the listeners’ visual perspective (i.e. which objects the speaker can and can not see) before instructions to select an object are uttered e.g. Brown-Schmidt et al., 2008; Hanna et al., 2003; Heller et al., 2008; Keysar et al., 2000). Moreover, previous research has demonstrated a distinction between early effects of perspective on referent anticipation, and effects from low-level cues emerging during integration (Barr, 2008; c.f. Brennan & Hanna, 2009; Brown-Schmidt & Hanna, 2011), but has not investigated how and when these early effects originate in participants’ perspective-taking. Yet in most
interaction situations, particularly when another person’s mental state has not been explicitly mentioned, people have to infer others’ mental states before they can use them, and this is likely to contribute to processing costs (but see Horton, 2007).

Assistance with this problem may come from research outside of language comprehension, which has recently begun addressing the cognitive basis of ToM. As depicted in Figure 1, in a summary of the literature at the time, Apperly (2010) distinguished between processes involved in making a ToM inference, storing this information, and using it for predicting behaviour or making further ToM inferences. Distinguishing between these steps opens the way for asking when each step occurs, and whether each step responds in the same way to manipulations of motivation and cognitive effort.

**Current Study**

Here, we sought to further understand the mechanisms involved in making and using inferences about others’ mental states. Dynamic video stimuli depicted true and false belief scenarios, while participants’ eye movements around the visual scene were recorded. Experimental videos began with two actors (introduced as Sarah and Jane) standing behind a table with a target object (e.g. a chocolate) in the centre and three possible containers on the left, middle and right side of the table. In the first part of the video, Sarah moves the object into one of the three boxes while Jane looks on. In the second part of the video, Sarah moves the object into one of the other boxes- either while Jane is watching or after she has left the scene (thus, Jane was not aware of the events that followed) therefore setting up true and false beliefs for Jane respectively. In order to examine the influence of involvement in a task, participants were split into two groups, and each group was given a different set of instructions. Passive observers were simply told to ‘look and listen’, while active participants were instructed to press one of three keys to select the container that would complete the
sentence. Thus, active participants were given an explicit reason to keep track of the characters’ perspectives, but passive observers were not. In addition, the relationship between the object and the relevant container was manipulated, such that on half the trials the first container used in the transfer event (i.e. the ‘belief’ box) predictably matched properties of the target object (e.g. a chocolate box), thus providing an additional semantic cue to support the belief inference in FB-predictable conditions. On the other half of the trials (unpredictable conditions), the target object predictably matched properties of the unused distractor container, and therefore semantic cues did not support either the reality or belief inference. Thus, the experiment crossed belief (true vs. false), task (passive vs. active) and predictability of the initial container (predictable vs. unpredictable). Participants’ eye movements around the final visual scene (i.e. the three closed containers) were tracked, time-locked to a concurrent auditory description, of the form, “Jane will look for the chocolate in the container on the [left/ middle/ right]”. In this way, we were able to track how referential expectations (as revealed by looking preferences) towards each of the possible containers emerged over time. In addition to analysing fixation patterns, this design allowed us to record the accuracy and timing of behavioural responses in the active participant group, and to monitor participants’ pupil size in each experimental condition during the task. Research in Cognitive Psychology has provided clear evidence of a link between pupil diameter and cognitive effort (e.g. Kahneman & Beatty, 1966; Just & Carpenter, 1993).

One advantage of embedding the perspective reference at the end of a longer narrative context is that it allows listeners time to set up expectations about forthcoming referents, prior to the onset of disambiguating information (e.g. Altmann & Kamide, 1999). Crucially, this design allows us to distinguish the process of making an inference about other peoples’ mental states (i.e. simply acknowledging that they hold a different level of knowledge or visual perspective than oneself) from actively using that knowledge to adjust expectations
about that person’s actions in a given situation. Figure 1 shows Apperly’s (2010) distinction between ToM inference, storage and use, applied to the visual world of the current task.

Firstly, note the general principle that ToM inferences can of course be executed either while directly observing behaviour (e.g., of people in our videos), or at a later point, from a memory record of this observed behaviour or other information. Next, from the figure it is clear that prior to his/her belief being inferred, the character’s false belief can have no influence on patterns of fixation. Once their false belief has been inferred, merely storing this information may influence fixation patterns by raising the salience of the container where the character falsely believes the object is located. However, only the use of this information- ie. during comprehension of the stimulus sentence- can produce predictive fixations that are biased towards the container where the character falsely believes the object is located. Below we make clear how this analysis yields predictions that vary in informative ways across the conditions of our study.

**Figure 1:**

An illustration of how perspective inference and use might be organized within a model of ToM, showing how each stage is reflected by eye movements within the current false belief paradigm.
In the current study, the additional processing time available during the discourse (as well as the 1000 msec preview period prior to discourse onset) will allow us to track the trajectory of perspective biases at four key points during the trial (corresponding to the image onset, and auditory onsets of the character “Jane”, the object “chocolate”, and the location “left”). The design gives us the potential to distinguish between effects due to participants having inferred a belief versus effects of using this information to predict the behaviour described in the stimulus sentence.

The literature overview above highlights one important mechanism that might influence the degree to which other peoples’ perspectives can be inferred and/or used online: involvement in the task. Different effects have been reported across different tasks that either require participants to follow a speaker’s instructions, engage in an interactive question-answer discourse or simply attend to a passive narrative/visual scenario, therefore it is vital now to understand how these effects might be modulated by the specific task constraints (see Salverda, Brown, & Tananhaus, 2010). Indeed, many of the studies described previously explicitly set out to enhance engagement with a communication partner (real or on-screen) by increasing task involvement (e.g. Brown-Schmidt et al., 2008; Hanna & Tanenhaus, 2004). However, since these studies did not manipulate involvement (and lack-of) within a single paradigm, it is unclear whether involvement, or other differences between studies (e.g. design, task, or analysis), is responsible for the enhanced perspective use that they report.

Specifically, the individual experiments run in previous work have differed according to numerous factors including: (i) whether participants need to take the perspective of a real (live) person or an on-screen avatar, (ii) whether perspective-taking is needed to fulfill an explicit instruction or to support comprehension of a narrative, (iii) whether there is ambiguity regarding what the intended target object is, or its location, (iv) whether objects are
hidden from the other person’s view/reach, or simply not desired by the other person, and (v) the statistical procedures/comparisons adopted to analyse eye movements as a measure of perspective inference and use. Moreover, most previous eye-tracking studies that have examined perspective-taking in language comprehension have employed a version of the referential communication task (described above). While this task provides valuable information on how listeners can use a speaker’s visual access to potential referents to resolve referential ambiguities, it does not guarantee that participants tap into another person’s mental perspective- their beliefs or desires- to examine how these mental states might influence perspective inferences and use (but see Mozuraitis, Chambers, & Daneman, 2014).

In sum, this paper aims to gain a fuller understanding of perspective-taking during communication by examining the role of the self in that task, and explicitly manipulating task involvement in our experimental design. Psycholinguistic research suggests that people suffer impairments in perspective use when they are passive overhearers (e.g. Schober & Clark, 1989; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992), or when interpreting non-interactive dialogue (Brown-Schmidt, 2009). Similarly, in a language production study, participants were more likely to consider their partner’s perspective when their goal was to make a request compared to when their goal was to inform (Yoon, Koh, & Brown-Schmidt, 2012, Experiment 2). The current study will extend this work by systematically manipulating participants’ involvement in a single true/false belief paradigm, which eliminates the influence of other differences between studies (as described above), and allows us to isolate the different cognitive processes that are recruited when inferring and using beliefs. Note that using this paradigm, biases based on the visual presence of the target object (as typically seen in the referential communication task) were eliminated by hiding the target object inside one of three opaque containers. The semantic association manipulation between objects and containers (similar to Samson, Apperly, & Humphreys, 2007) allows us to examine whether the cognitive effort involved in
making the ToM inference is reduced by the availability of consistent appearance-based cues. This proposal relates to previous studies that have demonstrated improved use of perspective when the perceptual properties of referents are a good match with the linguistic descriptor (e.g. Hanna et al., 2003). The question is, does this semantic cue result in earlier or stronger anticipation of the perspective-appropriate container?

Predictions

To appreciate how we might detect effects of belief inference\(^1\) versus use, let us first imagine the looking pattern if participants are entirely ignorant of the target character’s belief and interpret the stimulus sentence only according to information from their own perspective (i.e. they have neither inferred the character’s perspective or used it to predict their described behaviour). Before the sentence begins, the one clear expectation must be that patterns of fixation between the containers will be the same in the true belief and false belief conditions. This is because participants are ignorant of the character’s belief and so there is no reason to suppose that the information they are holding in memory differs systematically in a way that might bias their attention to the containers. As the sentence progresses one possibility is that participants attend passively, and only preferentially fixate one container after that container is described. Alternatively, they may predict the container on which the character will act, but since they are ignorant of the character’s belief, their fixations will always be biased in favour of the container that they know contains the object, in both the true and false belief conditions.

Now let us imagine the pattern if participants have inferred the character’s belief in advance of the stimulus sentence but do not use it to predict the character’s behaviour. In the

---

\(^1\) Note that for ease of presentation we use the term ‘inference’ throughout this paper for comparison with perspective use, however, given the long lead-in time used here it is unlikely that participants are making the inference for the first time during the period of analysis, but rather they are accessing the stored representation of this inference for prediction.
true belief condition such a participant should have a memory representation of the object’s
ture location (possibly alongside the object’s initial location), which is consistent with the
character’s belief that the object is in that true location. In contrast, in the false belief
condition the participant should have a memory representation of the object’s true location
(again, alongside the object’s initial location), which conflicts with the character’s belief that
it is in the initial location. Since it is known that memory representations of items in a visual
world can drive fixations to their locations (e.g. Altmann, 2011; Altmann & Kamide, 2009;
Richardson & Spivey, 2000), we might expect this participant to show different patterns of
fixation to the containers in the true belief and false belief conditions. These different patterns
reflect the fact that in the true belief condition listeners have reason to fixate the container that
actually contains the object, since it features in both their own memory record of the object’s
location and their record of where the character thinks the object is located. In contrast, in the
false belief condition listeners have reason to fixate both the container that actually contains
the object, since it features in their memory record of the object’s location, and the container
where the character thinks the object is located, since they also have a record of the
character’s false belief. However, since (by hypothesis) they are only storing the character’s
false belief, and not using it to predict the character’s behaviour, they will have no reason to
attend preferentially to the location where the character falsely believes the object is located.

Finally, let us imagine the pattern if participants have inferred the character’s belief
and are using this information to predict the action described in the stimulus sentence. In the
true belief condition prediction would be evidenced in a fixation pattern that was biased in
favour of the container holding the object. Note, however, that this pattern is indistinguishable
from the predictions made if participants are entirely ignorant of the character’s perspective
and predict egocentrically, because the character’s true belief coincides with the participant’s
own perspective. In the false belief condition use of the character’s perspective to direct
predictions about their behaviour would be evidenced in a fixation pattern that was biased in favour of the empty container that the character incorrectly thought contained the object (the initial location). Note that the false belief condition is the critical condition that demonstrates a non-egocentric prediction from the perspective of the character.

In relation to the timing of these effects, the most informative differential pattern for belief inference should be in the period before the sentence begins (i.e. the 1000 msec preview), because later effects of having inferred a belief could be combined with effects due to predictions about the unfolding stimulus sentence. However, the earliest point that perspective use could be activated is the auditory onset of the character’s name, though evidence that the participant has made the inference about differing perspectives should be apparent prior to this point.

In sum, evidence of participants having made a belief inference would come from any differential pattern of fixations to the containers between the true belief and false belief conditions. This is likely to be driven by a reduced bias to fixate the object’s real (final) location on false belief trials, irrespective of whether there is an overall bias in favour of the container holding the object, another container or no container. In contrast, evidence that a belief inference was being used to predict the outcome of the action described in the sentence would come only from a significant bias in favour of whichever container the character believed to hold the object, with this evidence being decisive in the false belief condition. That is, in the false belief condition successful use of the perspective inference would lead to a clear preference to fixate the object’s initial location rather than its final location (since the story character is not aware of this). Notably, inferences about the character’s perspective can be made at any point from the video sequence onwards, while participants can only use this knowledge to predict future events once they hear whose perspective to adopt in the auditory narrative (i.e. Jane or Sarah). We will explore the time-course of these effects as events
unfold. Finally, by manipulating whether participants were instructed to be passive listeners or active predictors of the stimulus sentence we aim to assess the degree to which either belief inference or belief use was spontaneous or elicited by specific task requirements. Predictions on the exact timing of these effects will be detailed below.

Method

Participants
A total of eighty native English speakers from the University of Kent were paid to participate in the study (50% female). Of these, half (N=40) took part in the experiment as ‘passive observers’ ($M_{age} = 21.89, SD_{age} = 4.84$), and the other half were ‘active participants’ ($M_{age} = 22.84, SD_{age} = 5.81$).

Stimuli and Design
Twenty four sets of experimental videos and pictures were paired with an auditory description in one of four conditions. Video clips were recorded in a single session involving two female ‘actors’ (distinguished by white/blacks tops) and edited using Adobe Premier. All visual images were presented on a 17 inch colour monitor in 1024 x 768 pixels resolution. Auditory sentences were recorded in a single session from a female native British English speaker who used a neutral intonation. The auditory files were presented as 44.1 KHz stereo sound clips via headphones connected to the eye-tracker PC. The temporal onsets and offsets of critical words were hand-coded with millisecond resolution using the WavePad sound-editing package.

Four different video scenarios depicted a series of transfer events that set up the relevant contexts (see Figure 2). All experimental videos began with the two actors

2 Contact the authors for example audio recordings.
(introduced as Sarah and Jane) standing behind a table with a target object in the centre and three possible containers on the left, middle and right side of the table. In the first part of the video, Sarah moved the target object into one of the three containers while Jane looked on. To set up the two perspective states, a second part of the video depicted Sarah moving this target object into one of the other containers. Importantly, Jane was either present for this second transfer event (meaning that she held a true belief about the object’s location), or had left the scene after the first transfer events, and was absent when the object was moved (meaning that Jane held a false belief about the object’s location). All videos ended with Sarah standing alone behind the table with the three closed containers. To set up the two predictability states, the target object was manipulated so that it was predictably related to either the first container used in the transfer sequence (i.e. the ‘belief’ box) or to the unused distracter box\(^3\), thus providing an additional semantic cue to facilitate the belief inference in some conditions (Yee & Sedivy, 2006). Predictable pairings were established through typical object-container relations (e.g. chocolates and a chocolate box, video camera and camera case), as in Samson et al. (2007). Twelve everyday object-container pairings were used twice across experimental trials; once in a predictable pairing (i.e. object matched initial container) and once in an unpredictable pairing (object matched distractor container), with equal numbers of occurrences in true- and false-belief trials. Subsequent pictures depicted the final state from each of these scenarios (i.e. Sarah with the three closed boxes), and were created by extracting the final frame from each video clip. Systematic viewing strategies were prevented by counterbalancing the spatial arrangement of the objects across items.

Sound files consisted of a single pre-recorded sentence, of the form, “Jane will look for the [object] in the container on the [left/ middle/ right]”\(^4\). In order to examine the

---

\(^3\)Note that target containers remained the same across all four versions of a trial.

\(^4\) Note that this verbal description of the object’s location prompts listeners to assign left/right according to their own view, however this was the same across all items and conditions.
influence of involvement in a task, participants were split into two groups, and each group
was given a different set of instructions. Passive observers were simply told to ‘look and
listen’, while active participants were instructed to press one of three keys to select the
container that would complete the sentence. Thus, the experiment employed a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed
design, with task (passive observer vs. active participant) as the between-subjects factor, and
belief (true belief vs. false belief) and predictability of the initial container (predictable vs.
unpredictable) as the repeated-measures factors.

One version of each item was assigned to one of four presentation lists, with each list
containing twenty-four unique experimental items, six in each of the four conditions.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of these four lists, which ensured that across these
lists (and therefore across participants) each video was seen in all four conditions. By using
this fully counterbalanced design, we can be confident that any differences between
conditions cannot be due to natural differences in the video stimuli themselves. In addition,
thirty filler items were interspersed randomly among the twenty-four experimental trials to
create a single random order. All fillers depicted similar transfer events to those used in the
experimental trials and were included to disguise the purpose of the study and to prompt
participants to consider the various characters’ perspectives over the course of the experiment.
Of these fillers, fifteen depicted events where the target object was simply replaced into the
same container in the second part of the video. This was to ensure that the object did not
always move location in the second part of the video, which may have caused participants to
make predictions based on learned patterns. As in the experimental trials, Jane watched the
entire transfer sequence in half the filler trials, and left the scene part-way through the transfer
sequence in the other half. Additionally, the auditory descriptions were manipulated so that
participants had to either infer events according to Jane (as in experimental trials, N=8), Sarah
(the fully informed character, N=5), a stranger (e.g. “A stranger will look for the…” , N=5), or
in reality (e.g. “It’s true that the X is in…”, N=12). This manipulation in the filler items ensured that on experimental trials, which all referred to Jane’s perspective, participants did not know whose name was going to be mentioned until they heard “Jane”. Binary comprehension questions that tested participants’ memory of events followed half of the experimental and half of the filler trials (see Appendix A), and all participants responded to these questions. All participants scored at or above 90% accuracy on these comprehension questions.

*Procedure*

Participants sat in front of a colour monitor while eye movements were recorded from the right eye using an EyeLink 1000 eye-tracker (viewing was binocular), running at 1000 Hz sampling rate. Distance from the screen was kept at a constant 60 cm for all participants using a fixed chin rest. Participants in the ‘passive observer’ group were given the following instruction: “In this experiment you will watch short videos, each of which will be followed by a still frame from that video and a spoken description of events. Your task is simply to watch and listen and respond to the comprehension questions when prompted”. In contrast, participants in the ‘active participant’ group were told: “In this experiment you will watch short videos, each of which will be followed by a still frame from that video and a spoken description of events. Your task is to predict, as quickly and accurately as possible, which container will complete the spoken sentence. You should indicate your answer using the keyboard”. Thus, while the active participants were required to make an explicit key-press response based on their perspective inference, the passive observers were not.

The experiment was controlled using Experiment Builder software and the experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 2. At the start of the experiment, participants were introduced by name (Sarah and Jane) to the two characters that would be featured in the
videos, and were instructed to remember the name-person pairings. Each trial began with a
centrally-located drift correction point. Following successful fixation on this point, a video
depicting a transfer event was initiated, as described above. Video clips lasted on average 28
seconds (range = 16 to 53 seconds) and were followed by a blank screen for 500 msec. Next,
the corresponding picture was presented to the participant, along with the relevant auditory
target sentence. Picture onset preceded audio onset by 1000 msec. This picture stayed
onscreen for a total of 7000 msec, with the corresponding sentence typically ending 1-2
seconds before the end of the trial. A 500 msec blank screen separated trials. Active
participants were able to select the relevant container until the end of the trial.

At the beginning of the experiment, and once every ten trials thereafter, the eye-
tracker was calibrated and validated against nine fixation points, using the standard EyeLink
calibration procedure. This procedure took about half a minute and an entire session lasted for
about 45 minutes.
Figure 2:
Schematic trial sequence of visual displays presented to participants. Stage 1 depicts the ‘start state’. In stage 2, a video showed Sarah moving the target object into one of three containers. Stage 3 showed Sarah move the object into one of the other containers, either while Jane was still present (true belief, TB) or after Jane had left the scene (false belief, FB). Finally, Stage 4 shows the ‘final state’ picture that participants saw while they listened to the audio sentence.

### Results & Discussion

**Eye-tracking data processing and analysis**

Eye movements that were initiated while the target image was onscreen were processed according to the relevant picture and sound onsets on a trial-by-trial basis. The spatial coordinates of fixations (in pixels) were mapped onto the appropriate regions of analysis, corresponding to the container locations (left, middle and right) for each image. If a fixation
was located within 20 pixels around a container’s perimeter, it was coded as belonging to that object; otherwise, it was coded as background.

To visualise the data, visual preferences to the final location (i.e. the box that actually contains the target object) and the initial location (i.e. the first box involved in the transfer sequence - Jane’s belief on FB trials) were plotted by calculating a location advantage score as a function of time (i.e. the probability of fixating the final location minus probability of fixating the initial location). This measure is symmetrical around zero such that higher proportions of fixations on the final location result in a positive score, whereas higher proportions of fixations on the initial location result in a negative score. The resulting plots are shown separately for passive observers (Figure 3) and active participants (Figure 4) for ease of exposition, and illustrate when visual interpretations became biased to either container as the auditory sentence progressed. Note that eye movements and auditory input have been resynschronized according to individual word onsets (see Altmann & Kamide, 2009), and as such represent more accurate plots of evolving visual biases around the scene.
Figure 3:
The average location advantage scores for each condition in the ‘passive observers’ task group. Note that the dashed vertical lines indicate the absolute onsets and average offsets of words in the target sentence, as labelled.
Figure 4:

The average location advantage scores for each condition in the ‘active participants’ task group. Note that the dashed vertical lines indicate the absolute onsets and average offsets of words in the target sentence, as labelled.
For statistical analysis, we report the location of individual fixations at four key points during the trial, synchronized to the absolute onsets and offsets of relevant events in the target sentence on a by-trial basis. The dependent measure for each time point compared the probability of making at least one fixation on the final location with the probability of making at least one fixation on the initial location. Fixations were coded as a binary response for each time window, and probabilities were calculated relative to the total number of fixations within that time window (including fixations on the distractor location and background). A ‘final location advantage score’ was calculated separately for participants and items as the probability of fixating the final location minus the probability of fixating the initial location ((P(final location))-(P(initial location))).

The first measure examines the location of the first fixation that was launched during the preview (i.e. immediately after image onset, but before audio onset). This measure allows us to determine whether participants have already computed the belief inference while observing the actors in the video. If listeners have already inferred Jane’s belief, then we should see a difference in the visual biases between TB and FB conditions immediately upon image onset. The reason for this is that although participants are likely to consider their memory of the object’s final (real) location and the character’s belief about their location on all trials, these representations are only likely to compete with each other on FB trials, when their own memory is of the object in its final location whereas the character’s false belief is that the object is in the initial location (see Altmann & Kamide, 2009). Examining the presence of this difference between passive and active participant groups will establish whether participants only engage in this spontaneous perspective-taking under specific task demands. None of the participants are expected to use an inference about Jane’s belief to direct expectations to the initial location on this first fixation measure, since they have not
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5 Fixations were defined according to Eyelink’s Cognitive configuration.
received auditory information on whose perspective to adopt (recall that filler trials tapped into different perspectives, i.e. Sarah, a stranger, or in reality). The second measure examines the probability of making at least one eye movement towards the final/initial locations from the auditory onset of “Jane” but before the onset of the [Object] (e.g. “Jane will look for the”). This period is the first time that participants could use their knowledge of Jane’s belief to explicitly predict events according to her perspective. Thus, we predicted that if listeners have inferred Jane’s FB, and if they are using this knowledge, then we should observe anticipatory attention to the belief-appropriate container. In other words, we would expect participants to show a clear preference for the initial location over the final location on FB trials.

Alternatively, if listeners have not inferred Jane’s FB or if they experience strong conflict between the reality and belief representations of the object, this might be manifest in either a bias to fixate the final location (suggesting a pull of reality or egocentric bias), or simply no bias to either location. The third measure examines the probability of fixating the final/initial location between the [Object] onset and [Location] onset (e.g. “chocolates in the container on the”). This period is the last point at which participants can launch anticipatory eye movements towards relevant containers. These predicted patterns are the same as for the second measurement period but with a higher likelihood that they would be observed: since the target object is auditorily mentioned here, it is considered an important point for participants to use knowledge about Jane’s beliefs to explicitly anticipate her actions, as the mention of the object should direct the eyes to the relevant location (Cooper, 1974). Finally, the fourth measure examines the probability of directing at least one eye movement towards the final/initial location during the [Location] (e.g. “left”). This measure examines effects during integration of the target location, with the prediction that all participants will rapidly accommodate the described location. Differences between conditions on this measure would indicate integration difficulties, perhaps due to mismatching expectations about events. The
average durations for these time-regions are shown in Table 1, and the average probabilities of fixating the final location, initial location and distractor at each time point are displayed in Table 2. Note that for ease of interpretation, the values in Table 2 collapse across predictability since this factor did not produce any significant effects in the statistical analyses of eye movement data (see details below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&quot;Jane will look for the&quot;</th>
<th>[Object]</th>
<th>[location]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB Predictable</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB Unpredictable</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Predictable</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Unpredictable</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1:

Average time-region durations for each condition (timings in ms).
### Table 2:

Mean proportions of fixations (by participants) in each condition to the final location, initial location and distractor at each time point. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.
Statistical analyses were carried out separately for each fixation measure, using the lmer function in the lme4 package (Bates & Maechler, 2010) using R (version 3.0.1, R Development Core Team, 2013). Participants and items were entered into separate models as random effects, and task (Passive vs. Active), belief (FB vs. TB) and predictability (Unpredictable vs. Predictable) as fixed effects. The final location advantage score was used as the dependent variable, which is described above as participants’ bias to fixate the initial/final object location at four key points (i.e. preview period, “Jane”, “Object”, and “left/middle/right”). The two levels of each fixed factor were coded using contrasts (-.5 vs. +.5, respectively). Models using the fixed effects as “maximal” random slopes were run (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), but Chi-squared tests showed that including these did not improve model fit on any fixation measure. Where post-hoc analyses were required to follow up on significant interactions, models were re-leveled to each one of the IV levels of interest and the model updated, using the mcposthoc function in R. Statistical effects on the intercept test whether the fixation bias is significantly different from zero (i.e. biased to the initial or final location) at a given time-point. For all tests a significance level of 5% was used.

Table 3 shows the fixed and random effects for the model adopted within each time window. Note that the fixed effect of predictability did not emerge as a significant effect in any of the full models, and model fitting using REML (Newman, Tremblay, Nichols, Neville, & Ullman, 2012) showed that including this variable did not significantly improve the model fit. Additionally, in the final [Location] measure, neither predictability nor task significantly improved the model fit, and both these variables were removed during back-fitting. Therefore, for ease of understanding Table 3 reports effects from the optimal back-fitted model, including only those factors that significantly contributed to the model. Results from the full model, including maximal random slopes, can be seen in Appendix B.
Table 3:

Parameter estimates by participants and items at each time point. Significance tests for fixed effects were estimated using MCMC sampling, where * $= p<.05$; ** $= p<.01$; *** $= p<.001$. 
Analyses of the first fixation during the preview period revealed a significant effect of belief. As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, this effect was due to a significantly stronger bias to fixate the final location when Jane witnessed the second transfer event (TB trials; Intercept $Est.1 = .25, SE_1 = .03, t_1 = 9.55; Est.2 = .25, SE_2 = .04, t_2 = 5.6, p_s < .001$), compared to when Jane was ignorant to the second transfer event (FB trials; Intercept $Est.1 = .1, SE_1 = .03, t_1 = 3.86; Est.2 = .1, SE_2 = .04, t_2 = 2.32, p_s < .05$). Interestingly, belief also interacted with task on this measure. Analysis of the effects of belief in each group revealed that active participants employed significantly different viewing strategies in TB vs. FB trials ($Est.1 = .27, SE_1 = .05, t_1 = 5.11; Est.2 = .26, SE_2 = .05, t_2 = 4.84, p_s < .001$), but passive observers did not ($Est. = .03, SE = .05, ts < 1$). Specifically, analyses of the intercept term in the active group for each level of belief (i.e. comparing the grand mean bias in each condition to zero) showed that participants were significantly biased to launch a first fixation to the final location when they shared Jane’s TB about the object’s location ($Est.1 = .32, SE_1 = .04, t_1 = 7.79; Est.2 = .31, SE_2 = .06, t_2 = 5.2, p_s < .001$), but showed no significant bias to either container when their knowledge of the object’s real location conflicted with Jane’s FB ($Est.1 = .05, SE_1 = .04, t_1 = 1.26; Est.2 = .06, SE_2 = .06, t_2 = .97, p_s > .1$).

Fixations from the onset of “Jane” also showed a significant effect of belief, reflecting a significant bias to fixate the final location on TB trials (Intercept $Est.1 = .34, SE_1 = .02, t_1 = 13.9; Est.2 = .33, SE_2 = .04, t_2 = 8.65, p_s < .001$), and a marginal bias to fixate the initial location on FB trials (Intercept $Est.1 = -.05, SE_1 = .02, t_1 = -2.02; Est.2 = -.06, SE_2 = .04, t_2 = -1.68, p_s < .1$). Once again, this effect of belief was qualified by a significant interaction with task, reflecting a significant effect of belief among both active participants ($Est.1 = .63, SE_1 = .05, t_1 = 12.86; Est.2 = .63, SE_2 = .05, t_2 = -12.58, p_s < .001$), and passive observers ($Est.1 = .15, SE_1 = .05, t_1 = 3.07; Est.2 = .15, SE_2 = .05, t_2 = 3.06, p_s < .005$). Analyses of the intercept term in the active group for each level of belief showed that participants were more likely to
fixate the final location when Jane held a TB about the object’s location ($Est.1 = .44$, $SE_1 = .04$, $t_1 = 12.27$; $Est.2 = .42$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 9.17$, $p < .001$), but were more likely to fixate the initial location when Jane held a FB about the object’s location ($Est.1 = -.18$, $SE_1 = .04$, $t_1 = -5.13$; $Est.2 = -.21$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = -4.56$, $p < .001$). In contrast, passive observers showed a general preference to fixate the final location in both belief conditions, but this bias was stronger in the TB condition ($Est.1 = .24$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = 7.16$; $Est.2 = .23$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 4.76$, $p < .001$), compared to the FB condition (where the bias to the final location was statistically marginal) ($Est.1 = .09$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = 2.61$; $Est.2 = .08$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 1.64$, $p < .1$).

Analysis of the third measure, examining the probability of directing an eye movement to the final/initial location between the [Object] onset and [Location] onset, showed significant effects of belief and task, and an interaction between these fixed effects. The effect of belief reflects a significant bias to fixate the final location when Jane held a TB about the object’s location (Intercept $Est.1 = .34$, $SE_1 = .02$, $t_1 = 14.07$; $Est.2 = .37$, $SE_2 = .03$, $t_2 = 11.63$, $p < .001$), but a significant bias to fixate the initial location when Jane held a FB about the object’s location (Intercept $Est.1 = -.13$, $SE_1 = .02$, $t_1 = -5.46$; $Est.2 = -.12$, $SE_2 = .03$, $t_2 = -3.86$, $p < .001$). The significant effect of task revealed that participants experienced a stronger overall bias to the final location when they were passive observers (Intercept $Est.1 = .16$, $SE_1 = .02$, $t_1 = 6.64$; $Est.2 = .19$, $SE_2 = .03$, $t_2 = 5.92$, $p < .001$), compared to when they were active participants in the task (Intercept $Est.1 = .05$, $SE_1 = .02$, $t_1 = 1.97$; $Est.2 = .06$, $SE_2 = .03$, $t_2 = 1.85$, $p < .06$). Moreover, the significant interaction between these two fixed effects showed that from the [Object] onset, participants experienced effects of belief in both the active participants ($Est.1 = .76$, $SE_1 = .05$, $t_1 = 15.47$; $Est.2 = .79$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 14.47$, $p < .001$) and passive observers ($Est.1 = .2$, $SE_1 = .05$, $t_1 = 4.06$; $Est.2 = .2$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 3.72$, $p < .001$) groups. Analyses of the intercept term for each level of belief in each group revealed that active participants were significantly more likely to make a fixation to the final
location when they shared Jane’s TB about the object’s location ($Est._1 = .43$, $SE_1 = .04$, $t_1 = 11.77$; $Est._2 = .45$, $SE_2 = .04$, $t_2 = 11.22$, $ps < .001$), but were more likely to make a fixation to the initial location when Jane held a FB about the object’s location ($Est._1 = -.33$, $SE_1 = .04$, $t_1 = -9.12$; $Est._2 = -.34$, $SE_2 = .04$, $t_2 = -8.3$, $ps < .001$). In contrast, passive observers showed a significant bias to fixate the final location on TB trials ($Est._1 = .26$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = 7.96$; $Est._2 = .29$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 6.36$, $ps < .001$), and a weaker bias to fixate this final location on FB trials, which did not reach statistical significance ($Est._1 = .06$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = 1.92$; $Est._2 = .09$, $SE_2 = .05$, $t_2 = 1.93$, $ps < .06$).

Finally, fixations that were made during the auditory [Location] showed a significant effect of belief, and no effects involving task. Here, all participants, regardless of task group, were more likely to fixate the final location when Jane held a TB about the object’s location (Intercept $Est._1 = .3$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = 11.11$; $Est._2 = .3$, $SE_2 = .04$, $t_2 = 7.94$, $ps < .001$), and were more likely to fixate the initial location when Jane held a FB about the object’s location (Intercept $Est._1 = -.2$, $SE_1 = .03$, $t_1 = -7.49$; $Est._2 = -.18$, $SE_2 = .04$, $t_2 = -4.91$, $ps < .001$).

From this fixation data we can infer that task manipulations elicited different timings of perspective inference and use between the two groups. Specifically, active participants were spontaneously sensitive to the characters’ perspectives, as they employed significantly different viewing strategies in TB vs. FB trials immediately from the image onset; they were not waiting until prompted to do so by the audio description. The active group also showed early use of perspective information, as they correctly anticipated reference to the initial location on FB trials as soon as they heard whose perspective to take (i.e. from “Jane” onwards). In contrast, passive observers only showed significantly different visual biases between TB and FB conditions from the onset of “Jane”, and in fact, did not show a reliable preference to fixate the initial location on FB trials until the location was auditorily available. This suggests that while the auditory information on whose perspective to take activated the
inference about Jane’s belief, passive participants did not resolve the conflict between reality and FB representations to explicitly predict her behaviour. Both groups showed the appropriate biases to the final location throughout the time-series on TB trials, showing that participants used the visual scenes to facilitate language understanding, regardless of task. Therefore, active engagement in a task appears to activate earlier inferences about others’ perspectives, and drives immediate use of perspective information to anticipate others’ actions, compared to passive observers who are susceptible to influences from egocentric or reality biases. We will consider the source of such interference in the general discussion.

**Pupil diameter analysis**

Additional analyses monitored how participants’ pupil size was influenced by the constraints of each experimental condition during the task. Historically, pupil dilation has been thought to reflect simple low-level changes in the environment (e.g. luminance and colour; Beatty & Lucero-Wagoner, 2000; Reeves, 1920), or the valence of an individual’s emotional state (Hess & Polt, 1960; Partala & Surakka, 2003). However, more recent psychological research has established a link between pupil diameter and cognitive load, whereby increasing the cognitive demands of a task can increase pupil dilation. For example, the size of digit-span in a number memory task has been shown to be positively correlated with the size of the pupillary response (Kahneman & Beatty, 1966). Similarly, researchers have used pupillary reflexes to demonstrate the cognitive effort involved in the ‘other-race effect’, where other-race faces are more difficult to recognize than same-race faces (Goldinger, He, & Papesh, 2009). In language research, changes in pupil diameter have been found in response to manipulations of word frequency in a lexical decision task (Kuchinke, Vô, Hofmann, & Jacobs, 2007), and increasing complexity of syntactic structure during reading (Just & Carpenter, 1993). To date, pupil diameter has never been used to examine the cognitive effort
that is required when participants reason about others’ actions based on their true or false beliefs. The general prediction in the current study was that FB trials would incur a greater degree of cognitive effort compared to TB trials, as reflected in larger pupil size.

Analyses examined participants’ average pupil diameter in each condition during the auditory sentence, while the target image was on-screen. During this relatively long exposure time (6000 msec), visual scenes were static, and were near-identical in content and lighting across the different conditions (i.e. they depicted the same three closed containers and the actress, Sarah), meaning that low-level differences in the environments were minimal (see Porter, Troscianko, & Gilchrist, 2007 for a discussion). Further, the initial 1000 msec preview period was excluded from analysis since previous research has demonstrated that the pupil needs time to adjust its size to a change in screen luminance (Pomplun, Sunkara, Fairley, & Xiao, submitted). Statistical analyses were carried out using mixed-effects models in R using the lme4 package, with participant and item templates as random effects, and task (Passive vs. Active), belief (FB vs. TB), and predictability (Unpredictable vs. Predictable) as fixed effects. The two levels of each fixed factor were coded using contrasts (-.5 vs. +.5, respectively). In addition, models were run that included random intercepts for each image’s mean luminance and root mean squared contrast values to assess the variance that can be explained by low-level differences between individual images. Luminance and contrast were calculated post-hoc for each target image. Chi-squared statistical comparisons showed that including random intercepts for mean luminance (Var. = 466.5, SD = 21.6) and root mean squared contrast (Var. <.01, SD = .02) did not significantly improve the model fit, thus these low-level factors had very little impact on our experimental effects. Maximal models were also run with random slopes for the fixed effects, but statistical comparisons showed that a better model fit was achieved without including these slopes.
As can be seen in Table 4, analyses revealed a significant effect of task, with participants in the ‘active’ group showing increased pupil dilation (Intercept Est. = 1959) compared to the ‘passive’ group (Intercept Est. = 1519). Additionally, belief emerged as a significant effect, and as part of an interaction with task. Overall, pupil diameter was larger for FB (Intercept Est. = 1754) compared to TB trials (Intercept Est. = 1725), but when looking at the two task groups separately this effect was only present in the active participant group (Est. = -52.6, SE = 11.6, t = -4.55, p < .001) and not in the passive observer group (Est. = -5.5, SE = 11.6, t = -.47). Finally, we found a significant interaction between belief and predictability. Analysis of the underlying effects revealed that pupil diameter was significantly larger on unpredictable FB trials compared to TB trials (Est. = -45.1, SE = 11.6, t
= 3.9, \( p < .001 \)), but did not differ when predictable object-container relations supported the FB interpretation (\( \text{Est.} = -13.0, \text{SE} = 11.6, t = -1.11 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model fit (LogLik)</th>
<th>Pupil Diameter Estimate (SE)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1739.2 (58.2)</td>
<td>29.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>440.6 (111.0)</td>
<td>3.97***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>-29.1 (8.2)</td>
<td>-3.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>-0.2 (8.2)</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief</td>
<td>-47.1 (16.4)</td>
<td>-2.88**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Predictability</td>
<td>2.3 (16.4)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>32.2 (16.4)</td>
<td>1.97*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>47.8 (32.8)</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4:

Parameter estimates for pupil diameter (# random effects show variance and standard deviations). Significance tests for fixed effects use * = \( p < .05 \); ** = \( p < .01 \); *** = \( p < .001 \).

**Behavioural responses analysis**

Recall that participants in the ‘active task’ group were instructed to press one of three keys on a keyboard to select the container that would complete the sentence (i.e. keys corresponded to containers on the left, middle and right of the table). Behavioural analyses examined the speed and accuracy with which the ‘active participants’ group were able to select the appropriate sentence continuation during the target sentence. Reaction times were calculated relative to the onset of the auditory sentence. Responses were coded as being correct when they matched Jane’s belief about the object’s location (TB or FB), and errors were further broken down into those that were based on an appearance error (i.e. responding based on predictable object-
container relations), an egocentric error (i.e. responding based on one’s own knowledge of the object’s location), or ‘other’ error. Mean reaction times and error rates for each condition are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.

![Figure 6:](image)

Average response time from the audio onset per condition, in the active participant group. Error bars show standard errors.
Figure 7:
Average error rates per condition, in the active participant group, broken down by type of error made. Error bars show standard errors.

Statistical analyses were carried out separately for reaction time and accuracy data. Reaction times were analysed using the lmer program, and accuracy were analysed using the glmer program (appropriate for binary data). Both participant and item templates were entered as random effects, and belief (FB vs. TB) and predictability (Unpredictable vs. Predictable) as fixed effects. The two levels of each fixed factor were coded using contrasts (-.5 vs. +.5, respectively). Models with random slopes were run, but Chi-squared tests showed that including these did not improve model fit. Statistical results are reported in Table 5.
Analysis of reaction time data revealed a significant difference between the two belief conditions, showing that correct responses were slower on FB trials compared to TB trials (1602 msec vs. 1518 msec). Neither the predictability effect or the interaction reached significance. Note that the average response time across all conditions was 1559 msec after auditory onset, which corresponds to the average offset of the target object (e.g. ‘chocolates’) in the auditory input. Thus it seems that on average, participants clicked to select the correct object location prior to hearing this location information in the auditory input.

Analysis of accuracy also revealed a significant effect of belief, reflecting lower accuracy on FB trials compared to TB trials (88% vs. 96%). Looking at Figure 7 reveals the
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6 The same pattern of effects was found when reaction times were log transformed, which corrects for the positively skewed distribution of reaction time data, with a significant effect of belief ($\hat{Est.} = 0.06$, $SE = 0.02$, $t = 2.41, p < .02$), but not predictability ($\hat{Est.} = 0.01$, $SE = 0.02$, $t = 0.54$) or an interaction ($\hat{Est.} = 0.06$, $SE = 0.05$, $t = 1.34$).
pattern of errors elicited in each condition; it is clear that this increased error rate on FB trials was due to participants responding incorrectly due to egocentric, rather than appearance, biases. No other effects reached significance.

**General Discussion**

The current experiment adapted the visual world paradigm, combining dynamic visual scenes, language comprehension and eye-tracking to investigate how adults use knowledge about others’ beliefs online to understand and predict their actions. Specifically, we examined the strength and timecourse of predictive eye movements during a false belief task, in order to understand the processes involved in making and using such inferences. There were three key manipulations in this study. Firstly, we compared comprehension in TB trials, where the participant held the same belief as the character, with FB trials, where the participant held two conflicting mental representations of the target object (i.e. according to self and character perspectives). Secondly, we manipulated participants’ degree of involvement in the task by comparing performance in a group of passive observers with a group of active participants. Third, we manipulated the availability of appearance-based cues between the target object and container. The paradigm allowed investigation of both explicit (behavioural responses in active group) and implicit (eye-tracking) measures underlying these tasks. Moreover, by examining effects in each condition at four key points during the trial, we aimed to distinguish participants’ inference and storage of the character’s beliefs (evidenced by a difference in fixation patterns between TB and FB conditions), and their use of this information to predict the character’s subsequent behaviour (evidenced by a preference to fixate the initial location on FB trials).

Across all measures, we found evidence that taking another person’s perspective is more cognitively demanding when that person’s knowledge is at odds with our own. Firstly,
looking at participants’ behavioural responses to the task (active participants), we see that FB trials elicited higher error rates and increased response times, compared to TB trials. This fits with previous research that has compared response times to judgements of true and false beliefs (e.g., Apperly, Carroll, Samson, Qureshi, Humphreys, & Moffatt, 2010; Back & Apperly, 2010; German & Hehman, 2006). Similarly, increased pupil size on FB trials compared to TB trials implies that increased cognitive effort is required to inhibit the object’s real location. However, these measures cannot typically inform us whether participants are *inferring* the protagonist’s mental state at the point of responding, or whether this response is indicative of participants *using* an existing ToM inference (but see Back & Apperly, 2010; Apperly, Riggs, Simpson, Samson, & Chiavarino, 2006). Previous work on ToM use during language comprehension has implicitly assumed that the key inferences have taken place, without necessarily giving participants either the time or the motivation for this to be certain.

Our listeners were given a sufficiently long lead-in time, within a context that made it highly likely that participants would have inferred the protagonist’s beliefs by the disambiguating point. Combined with the distinction between processed involved in ToM inferences, storage of the resulting information, and use of this information (to predict behaviour in the present study), we were able to use eye-tracking data to provide additional insights into the timecourse of ToM processing.

Participants showed significantly different visual biases between TB and FB conditions, with participants only considering the object’s real location on TB trials, but also considering the object’s prior location on FB trials. This looking pattern indicated that participants had inferred the character’s perspective and were storing this information. However, analysis of the fixations data revealed that the active participant group had already made the perspective inference during the video sequence, while in the passive observer group this perspective inference was delayed until the auditory description revealed whose
perspective to take (i.e. “Jane will look for the”). These findings support our second prediction; both groups inferred the character’s perspective prior to disambiguation, but this inference was delayed in the passive group.

Despite this sensitivity to others’ perspectives prior to the point of disambiguation, the data suggest that clear predictions (i.e. a visual preference to the appropriate location) based on false beliefs may emerge later than those based on true beliefs in both participant groups (as in Ferguson & Breheny, 2012). However, in the case of the active participant group we do not see this as delayed perspective use, since participants launched fixations to the FB-appropriate location as soon as the auditory input revealed whose perspective to adopt. Thus in line with our third prediction, active participants used perspective to direct their expectations in the earliest possible moments of language comprehension; the passive observers did not.

The current study is the first to examine how one’s involvement in a task influences perspective-taking, by directly comparing processing between active participants (i.e. actively engaged in a task that required perspective-taking) and passive observers (i.e. no explicit reason to track others’ perspectives) within a single true/false belief paradigm. Here, listeners’ performance, measured through predictive eye movements, was significantly enhanced by being actively involved in the task (i.e. explicitly predicting the characters’ actions). This pattern resembles effects observed in previous studies, where more interactive communication tasks resulted in evidence of earlier predictive eye movements. The experimental context in tasks that have shown early use of perspective, such as Brown-Schmidt et al.’s (2008) question-answer discourse, and Hanna and Tanenhaus’s (2004) chef scenario, ensured that participants were actively engaged in a task with the speaker. A full understanding of the speaker’s utterance in each case was essential to facilitate conversational interactions- and therefore to maintain the social relationship between interlocutors. In contrast, most tasks that
have shown later effects of perspective asked participants to simply ‘follow the speaker’s instructions’ with no tangible benefit to the listener if they were successful or not (e.g. Keysar et al., 2000). Thus, providing a reason for participants to adopt the speaker’s perspective emerges as an important element in successful ToM use, despite the fact that inferences about others’ perspectives were activated in both conditions, whether or not predictions of behavior were explicitly required.

Interestingly, improved performance in the current study was specifically related to the speed with which participants were able to infer and use Jane’s false beliefs to predict her actions; performance on TB trials was consistently good in active and passive groups. Recall that the active participants had already made the perspective inference (i.e. showed significantly different viewing strategies in TB vs. FB trials) during the language-free preview period, and showed clear prediction of the appropriate initial location on FB trials in the earliest possible moments of processing (i.e. from “Jane will look for the” onwards). In contrast, passive observers did not show evidence of having inferred the character’s perspective until the verbal perspective cue was uttered (“Jane”), and did not show a reliable preference to fixate the initial location on FB trials until the location had become auditorily available. This suggests that interference from one’s own perspective needs to be actively suppressed to enable listeners to fully adopt another person’s perspective. This account draws further support from pupil diameter analyses, which showed increased pupil size in the active compared to the passive group, suggesting that the active participants were more cognitively involved in the task than the passive observers.

We argue that both active and passive tasks provide equally valuable insights into online processing of ToM. The fact that healthy adults consider other peoples’ perspectives spontaneously when observing third party interactions, even without an explicit reason to do so, is consistent with claims that at least some of these inferences are automatic in nature (see
also Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010; Schneider, Bayliss, Becker, & Dux, 2012; Schneider, Lam, Bayliss, & Dux, 2012; Schneider, Nott, & Dux, 2014). However, the fact that these inferences appeared delayed in passive participants suggests that they are not automatically stimulus-driven, but instead occur spontaneously at a rate determined by participants’ motivations in the task. While this implicit sensitivity to others’ perspectives does not lead to clear predictions based on those beliefs in passive observers (as shown by the lack of a significant anticipatory bias to fixate the initial location), it does clearly alter the normal processing strategies that one would use without the presence of an alternative perspective. The cognitive efficiency of this process is demonstrated here by smaller pupil size in the passive group, compared to the active group. In contrast, when participants were given an explicit reason to infer another person’s perspective, their performance improved, with active participants directing their anticipatory visual attention towards the perspective-appropriate box. This suggests that different cognitive processes are activated under different contexts.

It is also important to consider which cognitive processes may have been delaying the FB predictions in this study, particularly in the passive observers group. Some previous research has described a default egocentric tendency to process incoming information according to our own knowledge of reality, prior to accommodating other peoples’ perspectives (e.g. Keysar et al., 2003). Indeed, in the current study these egocentric tendencies may have been boosted by the visible presence of the character Sarah, who shared knowledge of the object’s real location with the participant in all conditions. However, it is also possible that egocentric biases exist as ‘background tendencies’ that can come into play when a representation of the alternative perspective has not been actively maintained. This would account for the fact that our active participants were able to make clear predictions about Jane’s actions from the earliest possible moments of processing- the explicit task ensured that participants actively maintained the belief interpretation. Clearly the intrusion of egocentric
biases on listeners’ expectations cannot be ruled out by the current data, especially given that passive observers continued to show a marginal preference to fixate the final location until the onset of the target location. Moreover, the majority of response errors on FB trials in the active group were based on participants responding according to their own knowledge of events (10%), while appearance-related cues accounted for only 2% of errors.

However, looking at the eye movement data we find some evidence against the view that egocentric biases are the default perspective during comprehension. Active participants’ looking behaviour on FB trials did not show an initial egocentric preference prior to predicting the initial location; participants simply divided their attention between the two potential locations. This pattern of behaviour is consistent with them holding multiple representations of the same object, one in each of the perspective-appropriate locations, which compete with each other during the ambiguous period (Altmann & Kamide, 2009). Once cues are provided from the language input (regarding whose perspective to adopt), this directs listeners to favour one of these representations over the other, resulting in a clear bias to the initial location on FB trials. Thus, the lack of egocentric bias in active participants, coupled with the finding that visual biases differed significantly between TB and FB conditions in both groups on all fixation measures (except the preview period in passive observers), supports the proposal that listeners were simultaneously aware of the different perspectives in each case; they held an egocentric representation of events alongside the perspective-appropriate representation. Indeed, the delayed bias to the initial location in the passive compared to the active group can then be explained in terms of reduced active maintenance of the alternative perspective, leading to increased influence from the egocentric perspective. In relation to Altmann and Kamide’s multiple representations account, this suggests that passive participants have applied different weights to each instantiation of the target object given their task-related experience that fully adopting the character’s perspective was not required to
complete the task. As such, we suggest that any delay in setting up FB predictions reflect ongoing interpretation of depicted events and beliefs, which is likely to incur processing costs due to working memory demands and information suppression.

Finally we consider how the predictability of semantic relations between objects and containers influenced perspective-taking. Incorrect responses on FB trials in the active group were dominated by egocentric errors, with only a minority of errors being driven by visual constraints. Moreover, experimental manipulations of predictability did not influence fixation patterns between the final and initial locations at any time, nor did it alter response accuracy or speed in active participants. This suggests that the availability of semantic cues did not enhance the efficiency of perspective-taking. However, some support for the facilitation role of semantic information is provided here by the pupil diameter analysis, which suggests that semantically related object-initial container pairings reduced the cognitive effort required on those FB trials. This pupillometry data should be considered with caution, however, given recent reports that have questioned the reliability of eye-trackers for estimating pupil diameter when the eyes are moving (Brisson et al., in press).

Taken together, results from the current study provide online evidence that comprehenders spontaneously infer others’ perspectives, and do so even without an explicit reason. However, they also demonstrate that being actively engaged in a task activates these belief inferences earlier, and leads to faster and stronger use of that knowledge to predict their subsequent actions. In contrast, when people are simply passive observers they remain susceptible to egocentric influences, which impairs their use of perspective to predict specific actions as they consider unfolding events according to both the reality and alternative perspectives.
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Appendix A

Experimental items

Note that for each of the items below, sentence conditions are listed in the order: TB-predictable, FB-predictable, TB-unpredictable, FB-unpredictable. Target locations for each items are shown in square brackets, from left to right, as they were laid out on the table.

1. [video case; washing tablet box; jewellery box]
   Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the left.

2. [jaffa cakes box; egg carton; cheese spread box]
   Jane will look for the egg in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the egg in the container in the middle.
   Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container in the middle.

3. [chocolate box; tea box; video case]
   Jane will look for the teabags in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the teabags in the container in the middle.
   Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the chocolates in the container in the middle.

   Question: The objects were actually in the video case? True/ False

4. [stock cube box; cigarette packet; paracetamol box]
   Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the right.

   Question: Which container was NOT involved in the object transfer? Cigarette packet/ Paracetamol box

5. [makeup bag; jaffa cake box; sunglasses case]
   Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container in the middle.
   Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container on the right.
   Jane will look for the brush in the container in the middle.
   Jane will look for the brush in the container on the right.

6. [fruit pastilles tube; glasses case; pencil case]
   Jane will look for the glasses in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the glasses in the container in the middle.
   Jane will look for the pens in the container on the left.
   Jane will look for the pens in the container in the middle.

7. [egg carton; video case; tea box]
   Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the video camera in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the egg in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the egg in the container in the middle.

*Question:* Which of these objects was NOT pictured? Jewellery box/ Egg carton

8. [washing tablets box; egg carton; jewellery box]
Jane will look for the egg in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the egg in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container in the middle.

*Question:* Which container was NOT involved in the object transfer? Egg carton/ washing box

9. [sunglasses case; teabag box; mince pie box]
Jane will look for the teabags in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the teabags in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container in the middle.

10. [cheese spread box; paracetamol box; Dove soap box]
Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the tablets in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container in the middle.

11. [glasses case; mince pie box; Roses chocolate box]
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the left.

12. [video case; Roses chocolate box; glasses case]
Jane will look for the glasses in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the glasses in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the right.

13. [makeup bag; shoe box; video recorder case]
Jane will look for the brush in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the brush in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the video camera in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the left.

*Question:* Which container was NOT involved in the object transfer? Shoe box/ Camera case

14. [mince pie box; egg carton; teabag box]
Jane will look for the teabags in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the teabags in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the egg in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the egg in the container on the right.

15. [sunglasses case; cigarette packet; jaffa cakes box]
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the sunglasses in the container in the middle.

Question: The objects are actually in the cigarette packet? True/False

16. [teabag box; video case; pencil case]
Jane will look for the pens in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the pens in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the teabags in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the teabags in the container on the right.

17. [washing tablets box; video recorder case; shoe box]
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the video camera in the container on the left.

18. [jewellery box; Roses chocolate box; washing tablets box]
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the washing tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the right.

Question: Which container was NOT involved in the object transfer? Chocolate box/Jewellery box

19. [cheese spread box; paracetamol box; plasters box]
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the left.

20. [jaffa cakes box; cigarette packet; cheese spread box]
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the cheese triangle in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the right.

21. [Roses chocolate box; pencil case box; fruit pastilles tube]
Jane will look for the pens in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the pens in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container in the middle.
22. [cigarette packet; paracetamol box; Dove soap box]
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the cigarettes in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the tablets in the container on the left.

Question: Which of these containers was NOT pictured? Chocolate box/ Paracetamol box

23. [mince pie box; makeup case; Roses chocolate box]
Jane will look for the brush in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the brush in the container in the middle.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the chocolates in the container in the middle.

Question: The object is actually in the chocolate box? True/ False

24. [pencil case; glasses case; video case]
Jane will look for the pens in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the pens in the container on the left.
Jane will look for the glasses in the container on the right.
Jane will look for the glasses in the container on the left.

Filler items

1. Jane will look for the stock cubes in the container on the left.

2. It’s true that the photo is in the container in the middle.

3. Sarah will look for the shoe in the container on the right.

4. It’s true that the soap is in the container on the right.

5. Jane will look for the sweets in the container on the left.

6. Sarah will look for the watch in the container in the middle.

7. Jane will look for the sugar cubes in the container on the right.

8. Jane will look for the cake in the container on the right.

9. It’s true that the keys are in the container on the right.
10. It’s true that the cake is in the container on the right.

11. Sarah will look for the soap in the container on the right.

12. It’s true that the money is in the container in the middle.

13. Sarah will look for the cigarettes in the container in the middle.

14. It’s true that the chocolates are in the container in the middle.

15. A stranger will look for the biscuits in the container on the right.

16. It’s true that the sweets are in the container in the middle.

17. A stranger will look for the photo in the container on the left.

18. Sarah will look for the watch in the container on the right.

19. It’s true that the phone is in the container on the right.

20. Jane will look for the nail varnish in the container on the left.

21. Jane will look for the money in the container on the right.

22. Jane will look for the keys in the container in the middle.

23. A stranger will look for the cake in the container in the middle.

24. Jane will look for the stock cubes in the container on the left.

25. It’s true that the soap is in the container on the left.

26.
A stranger will look for the sugar cubes in the container in the middle.

27. It’s true that the cake is in the container on the right.

28. A stranger will look for the shoe in the container on the left.

29. It’s true that the cake is in the container on the left.

30. It’s true that the video is in the container on the right.
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Appendix B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Fit</th>
<th>[Preview] p(first fixation)</th>
<th>&quot;Jane&quot; p(fixation)</th>
<th>[Object] p(fixation)</th>
<th>[Location] p(fixation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate (SE)</td>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>Estimate (SE)</td>
<td>t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By participants</td>
<td>-99.69 (0.2)</td>
<td>9.06***</td>
<td>-79.19 (0.2)</td>
<td>7.95***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.17 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.15 (0.02)</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.03)</td>
<td>11.74***</td>
<td>0.48 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03)</td>
<td>4.38***</td>
<td>0.03 (0.03)</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>0.24 (0.07)</td>
<td>3.49***</td>
<td>0.48 (0.07)</td>
<td>7.23***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief</td>
<td>-0.12 (0.07)</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>-0.19 (0.06)</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.1 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.04 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>-0.09 (0.15)</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.04 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>0.01 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>0.05 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>0.03 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>0.05 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief</td>
<td>0.16 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.17 (0.41)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.23 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.47)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>0.72 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.82)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.66)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Parameter estimates for the full LMM model, by participants and items at each time point (# random effects show variance and standard deviations). Significance tests for fixed effects were estimated using MCMC sampling, where * = $p<.05$; ** = $p<.01$; *** = $p<.001$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[Preview] $p(first_fixation)$</th>
<th>&quot;Jane&quot; $p(fixation)$</th>
<th>[Object] $p(fixation)$</th>
<th>[Location] $p(fixation)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate (SE)</td>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>Estimate (SE)</td>
<td>t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By items model fit (LogLik)</td>
<td>-18.81</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-15.8</td>
<td>-18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects (by items):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.17 (.04)</td>
<td>4.37***</td>
<td>0.13 (.03)</td>
<td>3.95***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>0.02 (.06)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.05 (.05)</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>0.14 (.04)</td>
<td>3.31***</td>
<td>0.39 (.05)</td>
<td>8.74***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>0.04 (.03)</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>-0.02 (.02)</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief</td>
<td>0.23 (.06)</td>
<td>3.75***</td>
<td>0.47 (.08)</td>
<td>5.65***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Predictability</td>
<td>-0.11 (.07)</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>-0.03 (.05)</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.09 (.06)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.06 (.05)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>-0.13 (.11)</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>0.04 (.11)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects: #</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>0.04 (.19)</td>
<td>0.02 (.16)</td>
<td>0.01 (.11)</td>
<td>0.02 (.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>0.07 (.26)</td>
<td>0.05 (.21)</td>
<td>0.04 (.21)</td>
<td>0.06 (.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>0.03 (.19)</td>
<td>0.04 (.2)</td>
<td>0.04 (.21)</td>
<td>0.04 (.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>0.01 (.1)</td>
<td>0.01 (.09)</td>
<td>0.02 (.13)</td>
<td>0.02 (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief</td>
<td>0.04 (.2)</td>
<td>0.14 (.37)</td>
<td>0.14 (.38)</td>
<td>0.15 (.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Predictability</td>
<td>0.07 (.27)</td>
<td>0.04 (.19)</td>
<td>0.05 (.21)</td>
<td>0.05 (.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.04 (.21)</td>
<td>0.02 (.15)</td>
<td>0.02 (.14)</td>
<td>0.06 (.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task:Belief:Predictability</td>
<td>0.13 (.37)</td>
<td>0.2 (.45)</td>
<td>0.1 (.32)</td>
<td>0.21 (.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>0.02 (.15)</td>
<td>0.01 (.12)</td>
<td>0.03 (.16)</td>
<td>0.02 (.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>